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Assembly Instructions 
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Bed assembly components

Hardware (not to scale)

Tall end piece (this piece is the head piece)
quantity = 1

Short end piece
quantity = 1

Side pieces
quantity = 2 Purple mattress

quantity = 1

Pink blanket
quantity = 1

Pink pillow
quantity = 1

Allen wrench
1 10/16 “ bolts
quantity = 4
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Step 1:  Take the two side pieces and one of the end pieces (short or tall).  Hold the end piece and take
the side pieces (one at a time) and push the dowels at the end of each into the smaller, top hole on the
two legs on the end piece (make sure the bars are facing inward on the side pieces). 

close-up view

Step 2:  Take two bolts (one at a time) and place them in the holes at the front end of the end piece
(whichever end piece you currently have attached to the side pieces) and screw them into the holes. 
This will keep the side pieces secure to the end piece.  Now take the remaining end piece and repeat
step one.  Then take two more bolts and screw the remaining end piece into the side pieces. 

bar on inside of side piece

dowel

smaller hole on leg
of end piece

close-up view



Note:  This is what the bed will look like after Steps 1 and 2 are complete.

Step 3:  Now take the mattress piece and place it inside the bed.  The mattress will go in the center of the
frame and will rest on the bars that line the inside of the end pieces and the side pieces.  Make sure the 
harder side of the mattress is facing downward and the softer side is facing upward.
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mattress



Step 4:  Complete the bed assembly by adding the blanket and the pillow.
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